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2 Editors: family and Countryside Vintage 21 # Contact sheet for Svalövsbygdens genealogy and Folklore Research 
Association ISSN Stig Pettersson and Bengt N address: c/o Path P Bog SVALÖV e-mail: website: the Association's Board of 
Directors: President Marie Munke v. Chair. CAJ N Secretary Britt-Mari Örnberg Treasurer Jan Åke Hahrgren Editor Stig 
Pettersson Supp Birthe Borgström Supp Anita Ljungberg editors have the word cold autumn weather and darkness, soon 
Christmas and another year ends. What will we remember from this year? Probably not so much a year among all 
others. Cold winter, then spring and hot summer. Natural disasters a bit here and there on the Earth and filk as a warrior 
and stands in. It has reached our ears to Gunnel Åkesson from London has died. Gunnel was Secretary of the society for 
10 years, and was in the large and small with gentle hand kept track of everything during those years. Sveriges dödbok 
has come out. The Association has received a copy as a reward for the information we have provided. The disc is very 
helpful when searching for people who died in the first half of the 1900 's, but also the beginning of the 2000 's. A 
devoted genealogists are always happy when you get hit on a search. But how happy should we be when it is discovered 
that the person died the other year? At the next edition of Sveriges dödbok is perhaps yourself with. The story is fast 
approaching. Parish priests length on the population of Kågeröd 2011 membership fee is 150:-family member: 50 € 
(family member, no magazine but are welcome to our meetings and excursions) Bg cover photo: Christmas cards by 
Jenny Nyström. Content born 19 July 1712 in Småland ...-Roy Lantz-... page 3 reflections on skånska urfäder ...-Per Olov 
Ganrot roots of civilization ...-Per Olov Ganrot Civilizations rise or fall ...-Per Olov Ganrot Information about the plague of 
Stenestad and Konga ...- Bengt N business in Christmas celebrations in ancient times ...-Brad N Kågerödslund and 
Kågeröds shooting Guild ...-Brad N Designationerna was the reports that parish priests wrote 1657 to the Danish Crown 
and the Royal Majesty, who wanted to know how it was out in the parishes. Most wrote short stories, but Knud 
Christenssøn, vicar of Goostrey and Stenestad, took the opportunity to name all the festebönderna or leiebönderna. 
They were farmers who had right to a working farm and paid in addition to the land owner and gille did day labor, 
known as hoveri to the owner of the farm. The freeholder farmers were called jordegne. The material is available at the 
national archives in Copenhagen, where it has avfotograferat and Torbjörn Modres laid out on a zip file. The link is on 
com/2010/09/06/designationerna-sockenprasternas-length-overbefolkningen-in-kagerod/and the file can be 
downloaded by interested researchers in London. Unfortunately, a spread strayed during the copying process, why the 
outsourced backup does not cover the entire parish. Bengt Nordahl 
 
3 Born in Småland was not what I had hoped it would be, once I had found the person I was looking for in 
husförhörslängden in New Delhi. A dead end? Maybe! Trying to find anyone born 1712 in Småland, can be likened to 
finding a dime in those waters, and that all know that it is almost an impossibility. Born July 19, 1712 in Småland-Roy 
Lantz-This happened a few years ago, when I started doing research. I, like many others, was förveten about where I had 
been all my genes. It was at my grandpa Håkan Rosvall, everything started. I knew he was born 11 January 1882, for it 
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had I read on his gravestone. Grandfather died a couple of weeks before I saw the light of day, so of course I have no 
memory, but a lot of photographs. On the shot in his youth, he was always dressed up in a military uniform. With this in 
my mind and the knowledge that I myself at one time wanted to be a warrior, came my wonder, was I the soldier 
related? With the help of today's computer programs it quite so easy back in time. My ancestry on her grandfather's 
side came partly from Munkagårda in Nottingham and London. Some soldiers found I do not, but well möllare and 
ordinary farmers. Kågeröd was the parish I (then) had the highest numbers of dates. When I read in the church books I 
discovered soon that the priest was probably afraid of the female sex, for more often than not lack the name of the Lady 
of the House. To then discover that he probably would not have been on the other side of the hallandsåsen Ridge got 
me to add Kågerödsforskningen to the side for a while. After a year, I got in contact with a relative who also came from 
Kågerödsgrenen, Jan J in Eskilstuna. Jointly, we have managed to solve many challenging tasks I going forward will try to 
print down to a readable and entertaining people life reading. We also ended up in the seat to encounter the priest 
traveled in New Delhi. Who was there, who was born in Småland? His name was Carl Bengtsson and was married to a 
Kågerödstös, Nilla Månsdotter born in Långaröd Oct 26, the father of Joab was Måns Jönsson and his mother Karin 
(Karna) nilsdotter, barnafödd in Nygård, Vancouver. But who was that Carl? We searched all the solutions available, but 
all we got was that he married Nilla 5 July 1741 in Svalöv, and they settled at Reutenborg in London. Register the lengths 
and sponsor stocks helped us find a brother to him, the tailor Gustav Bengtsson. Gustav I shall come back to later. 
Otherwise, nothing! In one from Jan says: what if we could find his birth notice somewhere in the Småland? Said and 
done, I searched through all the Kronoberg churchbooks from 1712 without finding the lost 5 trout. The solution came 
when I searched in birth book in Svalöv and thought me found a sister of Carl. Nilla and Carl were godparents at baptism 
to a Kristina bengtsdotters children and when the second child was named Mary, it struck me that there must be a 
parish, Jönköping County (Mary sounded hellörat, fixed now on reflection was all religious at the time). What a feeling 
when I found that Carl was born at Femsjö parish and the place where Elmhult. Femsjö is located in the southwest part 
of Småland along the border of Halland. The father was Bengt Andersson and modern Christina Rosenschantz. When 
church records in Femsjö from this time are well conducted, it became as a highway back in time. Carl's grandfather 
born in Denmark let us go back to 1644 on May 26 at the Koldingshus Castle in Jutland. Then was born Johan Carl, who 
would become the father of Carl's mother, Christina Rosenschantz. The father of Johan Carl was future Commandant 
and Länshövding in Landskrona County, Jörgen Gÿnter. The mother's name was Brigitta Wolff. Jörgen Gÿnter began as a 
private soldier in the wars of Gustavus Adolphus and advanced over the years to the Colonel with his own Regiment. He 
was knighted on 14 July 1652, and then took the name Rosenschantz. Länshövdingen Gynter Rosenschantz is worth its 
own article, so more of him another time. Johan Carl was born during the so-called Torstensson war when the Swedes 
during the thirty years ' war made a detour and invaded Denmark from the South. You could say he was born to a 
soldier, for already in 1649 and 1650 years rolls (5-6 years old?!), he is listed as a second lieutenant in his father's 
company, he was wounded at Västerbottens regemente, where his father was Gynter Rosenschantz-3- 
 
4 Regimental Commander. After his mother's death in september 1659, and the death of his father on 31 March 1662 
was Johan Carl left alone with their underage siblings. In a letter to the King, he wants to get the money that his father 
had in outstanding wages of 1662, to give his father a decent burial. Some money from the Regency, it becomes not as 
evidenced by a letter later in the article. Self-sufficient person in Landskrona, Sweden during the time of the funeral, he 
gets the help of Per hammarsköld (Governor-elect), who in a letter to the Governor general requesting that Johan Carl 
get his salary for the month of May and allowances for subsistence. Johan Carl is faithfully Västerbotten Regiment until 3 
August 1675, when he received the Royal power of Attorney being Lieutenant under Lieutenant Colonel von Rappolts 
Squadron and Salt Peter's Jews. He rose to the rank of Captain and finished his military career as a regementsväbel. 
Johan Carl marries Maria Chatarina Svinhuvfud August 21 1666 he married Maria Chatarina Svinhufvud in Mulseryd, 
located in the northern part of Småland. The timing corresponds well with the gift of 18 mark appearing in Mulseryds 
kyrkobok as a gift of the right J C Rosenschantz. After the wedding, the couple settled on the farm Haque in Laxarby 
parish in Dalsland and älvsborg County, which is confirmed in Laxarbys kyrkobok Wälborne Rosenschantz 1668 which 
paid 1 d 4 penny in church tax. Probably their first child was born there. After 1668, there will be a gap until 1677 when 
the family showed up in Femsjö in Småland and at-seat courtyard Yaböke. Yaböke and Gullnubb farm cottage was a 
donation to Johan Carl's wife's grandfather Per Jonsson 9 november 1624 by King Gustav II Adolf. Ownership can also be 
gleaned by the register of the lengths. Yaböke seat located on farm Road North seen from Femsjö Church. In Femsjö 
Herdaminne says the following to read: 1681 complained about the Assembly over to the priest neglected services, 
rejects the communicants, because they did not make him their communion day labor, taken for high likstod, m. m. 
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Complaints were raised by a poor Noble J C Rosenschantz, that for manslaughter has been denied the sacrament. At an 
inspection in July of the same year, requested the Assembly to be vicar RID, since he put to considerable annoyance. 
Among other things, he had allowed the work to be performed on the last big böndag both before and after the service. 
The congregation was admonished to conciliation with the priest, who now for their offences had been suspended for 
half a year. If the priest Bononius told incidentally that during war danger must hold the worship service at Avjeberget, 
on the way to London. Maybe it was for the aforementioned manslaughter, but it may also be due to Karl XI reduction, 
as Johan Carl became responsible of the Göta Court of appeal to pay 195 daler sm. In a letter to the national count 
Magnus Gabriel de la Gardie, he wrote the following: Högborne of the Kingdom of Sweden and the Count Canseler T, 
Nådige Lord and Mächtige facilitators. Esther Höghgrefveligh Excell: ts withhave this my ödhmiukaste, uti 
underdånigheet allera Supplique to woo and bemödha, causing me severe böther that I sidstvekne into februario 
(sistlidne) "High School" Giötha: Hofrätten: scar belagdh medh to 195 Daler silver coins now as I after dombens-for all t, 
offered obligerad stay: take 195 riksdaler to ehrläggia, dom I fixed either than technologies introduced prästera and 
bethala wanted, only my medell, kundhe to tillvärka, and the humblest dhet I would subject my single gårdh, åbor stiket 
I låthe go 1/2, "scar, and when it would be, therefore, my poor wife's and many small children from handling, Hadhe I 
and my non dhet foggiest, hvar I ehrnära medh kundhe me and them; "Supplicerar alltförty diupaste Eder's servility I 
Highly Grefveligh Excell: ts, to Minh nådigast Grefveligh räkies Eder Excell: ts mildha hand, on me and the dhet my poor 
child, withhave, non öfveryhlas no Excecution sooner than I be let åthniutha Kongl: may: sts and Regierningens gracious 
wide, upon-4- 
 
5 My Sahl: father's remaining Gynter 1662 Rosenschantz åhrs Maple, Kongl: Armoury scars leaving, hvar af fattigh 
böther I pådömbde decortera the kundhe, Grefvlig of the Pope that shall be T high speed packet withhave Eder's all 
blessing certainly was awarded, as dhelar medh the poor man, een hugneligh and nådhgunstig resholution, hvar against 
me in to my dödh, stodhe of mankind. Esther Höghgrefvelig Underdån Tienare: ödmiukaste ts Excell, Johan Carl 
Rosenschantz letter is not dated, but it should be from sometime in the 2010s. No response to the letter, I have not as of 
yet found, but he owned the farm Yaböke for a few more years, and was a resident at the seat the farm until 1693 and 
also received kyrkskatten height with 100% to 2 daler silver coins. Johan Carl pleads for a service in the army, Johan Carl 
1692 appeal in a letter to the Governor General for a service within the army to relieve their poverty. I quote parts of 
the letter: As welding Eder's beprijseliga's barmhertigheet up to Excell to hielpa all nödlijdande, as my outsägeliga 
armodh and poverty, Otl: r me hopetals will, for using reductioner, and other olykeliga tillfall, förordsaka my big 
dristigheet, emädan altsedan no tienst been iag war reached, oansedt iag ödmiukel. The letter ended: The grace that me 
bevijses, iag my poor wife and children, with our hiertans tears for Esther Excell's stedse prijsa hoos of the Pope and in 
to my dödh förblif: (a) from the castle to the Hut 1693 was the new owner of Yaböke. As is apparent from the letter 
above was Karl XI's reduction the reason. Karl XI's reduction started in 1681 and continued throughout the century. On 
several occasions letters refer to a military reduction jordebok from 1652 and Yaböke was that I mentioned earlier a 
donation towards Maria Catharina's grandfather, Per Jonsson Gyllensvärd. Probably settled Johan Carl, his wife and the 
youngest children in the neighborhood, 1702 raised her daughter Christina, then 15 years old, up as a sponsor for Pax 
child at Yaböke, I can say with certainty that Johan Carl with his wife and younger children live in Femsjö then he bought 
the farm Lilla Duvhult. Timing fits well with what is written in the book about old Steneby: half Haque Manor with 
underlying torp, who Blessed Virgin Mary Bullock former owned and that after her death benefited her sister Virgin 
Margaret Bullock, and which likewise Mr Johan Carl Rosenschantz and his wife Maria Catarina Svinhufvud for adequate 
payment waived all their supposed pretention and solution right according to their writings by July 16 and August 20 As 
it appears from the letter to De la Gardie, there were many children in the family, 7-8 pieces have I so to speak, in black 
and white on, including one daughter died in infancy. It's mostly Christina as I tried to follow, because she was Carl's 
mother. To return to Johan Carl, so he was not so many years on Small Duvhult. He died at the age of 69 on 12 January 
1713, was buried on 25 May and was placed on the south wall of the Church, just like with Sal Priest Nastadius grave in 
the East (between the two Windows on the south wall of the Church). Maria Chatarina Svinhufvud Maria Chatarina 
Svinhufvud, Johan Carl's wife, there is not so much about, except that she was born at Mulseryd farm in the parish of 
Röksberg seat in Northern Småland on 11 april 1688, she stood as taxpayers to the Church and after her husband's 
deceased lived she left on the farm Lilla Duvhult until his death at the age of almost 71 on 11 February She was buried 
along with their Sal Lord and husband at Femsjö cemetery. Maria Chatarina heard enough to calm among 
Svinhufvudena, things were different with her brother, more on him later. Her father was the captain Jöns Svinhufvud 
and modern Beata Gyllensvärd. Father Jöns Svinhufvud was born in the parish of Brill, Dalsland years His father was 
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major Carl J Svinhufvud and mother Margaret labreche Swedish. (more about them in future articles). Already as a 14 
year old when his father became fatherless Jöns was killed in Svinhufvud Verb in Saxony, Germany, in september, he 
was in the patrimony estates Your gel Bay and Bow in Dalsland with associated small farms. Jöns also he was military 
received the rank of captain in 1656 Närkes Värmlands regemente. During the thirty years ' war stage show that he was 
a second lieutenant and Lieutenant different companies of the regiment and he participated in ilmarschen, Germany to 
Jutland He also participated when Charles X again started the war against Poland and Russia and was even featured on 
the daring March across Belt. On the night of 11 February 1659, he was present at the storming of Copenhagen, he was 
hit by a muskötkula and died of the injury on June 17 between the hours of 11 and 12 at night in field camp in Bromshög 
on the island of Zealand. He got his final resting place in the cemetery of Mulseryd which is supported by the cash gifts 
listed in the Church accounts in Mulseryds kyrkobok: Anno 1660 Theff. Efterskrefne have given to the Church. Velb. 
Peder J on Jan 5 Rijd. And promise us that with----give 5 der. Huilket became League then s. Mann Hr Jöns Svinehufvd to 
Rögberg promised 10 Rijd. 5 af them hava velb. Wife nedhlag and 5 lovfa last vylija she alra. Jöns Carlsson Svinhufvud 
and Beata Gyllensvärd, a Vasatös in april 1645 was placed on long Jons 
 
6 AREDS Sconce in Jönköping. If it was there he met his future, I don't know, but (in the Lucia day) on 13 december 1646 
married Jöns with Beata Gyllensvärd on Åsundenleden in 2010 and this morning his wife gave a gift of Mrs Jöns. Morning 
the deed reads in brief summary: Hs. M:st to Sweden's & my Allernådigaste Queen. Faith and lldige tiänare and Fendrich 
öffuer itt Compagnie Närkes and Wermlands Infanterie Jagh Jöns Svinehufet to Dijnevijk and Bouent. For everyone that 
this bref förekänt hermedh giör, vetterligit happens, that when iagh and frelsares sextonhundrade our fyrattyosex after 
Byrd's denn 13 Project. Through his Höges Gracious försyhn, sampt pare these was slecht hölt venners and consent and 
Bröloph on Åsundenleden, medh denn Edla and Velb. Virgo Beata Gyldensuerdh Adeliga and Gudsfruchtiga persons in 
the present tense and närevaron, who were present, "hath iagh after fadherehnligh and plägsedh gifuet utlofvat and 
Adelig bestowed such as and now, on the right and this time force are just some of the impediments to gifuer Velborna 
my iämpte skyldigh huusfru K kiärligh: sämia faithful to honorable and Morgongåfua Bouent in Uedboo häradh and 
Laxaboo halfparten located in the parish and loose and fast and it also owns and hafuer iagh förvärft and ärfva förevärfa 
herefter, and can and to förbättringh hafuer iagh her gifuet four hundredth Ducater. As guarantors of the morning gift 
was signed the document of the siblings of the bride but also by senior military officers in the family. His wife Beata 
Gyllensvärd was probably born at the family estate Önnarp in Åsundenleden in early 1620 's. His father was a 
Parliamentarian Per Jonsson Gyllensvärd, modern Elisabeth håkansdotter Hand. Per Jonsson Gyllensvärd and Elisabeth 
håkansdotter, I have so much material that it should be enough for a separate article, and I constantly find new material, 
but a bit of Anupa Hands-on fathers I can not deprive you. Gustaf Vasa Her fathers were Håkan Knutsson Hand and 
Virginia Eriksdotter Vasa. Virginia was Gustav Vasa's and Catherine of Saxe-Lauenborgs first granddaughter, daughter of 
Erik XIV of SWEDEN and his mistress Agda persdotter. AGDA was called Caritas for its beauty and it teaches Erik was 
weak. A daughter, Virginia was born at Kalmar Castle 1 January 1559 and 1564 got up to two full sisters. The Sisters was 
brought up initially by Erik XIV's sister Cecilia. To help take care of the children raised a baby girl, named Karin 
Månsdotter. Karin, as did Agda had the look and Erik, who was a King in time and was weak for beautiful girls, did what 
no King dared to do if until our days, he married a commoner. (Suck on this candy, imagine if Gustav II Adolf Gustav 
Adolf the great dared to tread on the toes of his mother and married his childhood sweetheart Ebba Brahe. She then 
gave birth to 14 children of which half reached adulthood). Some of it is about Virginia, I must mention. She became of 
father Erik XIV, the incidents of marriage to the Russian Grand Duke Ivan IV Vasilyevich (Ivan the terrible). The marriage, 
however, was, fortunately not! Virginia was given on 7 may 1585 by John III six farms in the West and 14 april 1589 by 
Duke Charles five estates and homesteads in Vadsbro härad, Skaraborgs län. This is confirmed on June 8, 1626 in a 
confirmation to Virginia Eriksdotter of Gustav II Adolf in a letter from Queen Christina on april 22, 1635 to Sal. 
Aldewan_alamiri's daughter, and to Virginia's daughter's direct heirs in a confirmation 29 January 1650 af Queen 
Christina. Enough with that, let us now return to the Beata Gyllensvärd. After his marriage with Mrs Jöns Svinhufvud 
moved to seat the farm Röksberg in Mulseryd parish in Mo County of Småland. Röksberg and several other farms in the 
parish, as well as in Angerdshestra parish, was already a known Gyllensvärdsfäste. The couple's first child was born three 
Röksberg. First came the daughter Elizabeth 1647 and the year after the son Johan Magnus. So on 11 april 1649, it was 
time for Carl Bengtsson's grandmother Maria Catharina to see the light of day. On 13 March 1650 got the Lieutenant 
Jöns Svinhufvud by Queen Christina a donation in the neighbouring parish of Angerdshestra on some Homestead for 
diligent and faithful armed service to be operated by Jöns, his wife and the male heirs in perpetuity. Then, when Charles 
X Gustav started his Polish war, it was time again for Jöns to head out in the field. Beata and her family came with, which 
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was not unusual at the time. There was no bed of roses to be kids in the aftermath, often there was no food and the 
journey often went on such roads as we today call vångavägar. Diseases such as plague and other deadly diseases were 
commonplace and that as children get beat with rice was prevalent. To help you understand the wives may I quote 
Agneta Horn, who accompanied her husband on his missions in foreign lands until his death. Agneta also gave birth to 
several children during campaigns and was hit repeatedly by disease: wäl and now mögelig, thet at iag can fölga him. 
And he quitted me der äntelig hema, as Ma in forsäkra you on, at in never see me again dödh lefwandes uthan. Der fore, 
my hiärtans aldra kiäraste, fölga let you Migh get, as long as the iag can and must. How long of the Pope we wet lefwa. 
Agneta Horn's diary can be read online. It is written in thousands of Swedish, but clearly worth reading. After following 
her husband Jöns in his footsteps through the war all the difficulties we find Beata in June 1659 in Bromshög field camp 
on the island of Zealand, where she in the days after her husband's death on June 17 gave birth to a daughter. June 17 is 
shown by the letter she sent to Per Brahe on 29 June where she tells us that her husband has died and that she gave 
birth to a small daughter and wish-6- 
 
7 to see Per as Godfather. I citeraren part of the letter: Esther Grefl Exelents high speed packet iagh: joint bereavement 
falsely perceive, "of the Pope then aldrahögste hafuer my Sahl: K: man Svinehufuedh jemmerfulla Jöns this world called 
hafuer on June 17, klåckan nästleden between 11 and 12 if the night, and his siääl guhd frigde tröste migh fattigh 
bedröfuade Enkia småå quarlembnade medh ahro my children again, in synnerheet een small daughter as aldrahögste of 
the Pope then migh now my Sahl: k. mans begåfuat huilken fleet hafuer, iagh death ähr in mind, now the next Söndagh 
that ahr on July 3 to doop and Christendom förfogha. Also countries to Eder's höghe Grefl: ödmiuka: begiäran my Exl, 
Mirabel high speed packet Grefl: Exell: wanted to prove migh the höghgunstlighe affection, and be vitne to the small 
child's doop and Christendom. Beata concluded with: Beata Gyldensuerdh a maximum of bedröfuad widow Also of a 
response letter from Per Brahe on June 30 it will produce, to Beata offered Per Brahe to be Godfather to the child. Letter 
from Brahe is very difficult to read, but quoting it with parts of Jan J interpretation: Edel and wel. Mrs Us scar Eder 
skrfvelse af 29 junij well inhandigat and we made the deraf underkstats sorgh fixed in for by eder k. man's deadly 
frånfelle whose siäl God's eternal mercy and vari and tröste eder medh edra relatives in bedöfvelse efterlemnade and 
skeg or that of the Pope has deigned to bless eder medh a small daughter and therefore nådligen and lifsbördan hulpit 
dhär eder from well over, we congratulate you and betacka to have pleasured us to edit the attached its doop and 
Chrisendom bedia, and dhärivid we aspire in own persohn ask.. Lisa eder friendship Letter ends with: Af Helsingør d. 30 
junij Anno åhr 1659 P. B. As it is clear from the letters could infant baptism be on July 3, and as I understand it, the Per 
Brahe up as Godfather and he wrote in the letter: getting the newborn is the daughter of our guddo continue if no 
ignoring his case, he would also participate in baptism as proof of their friendship (daughter grace never adulthood). 
After the death of Jöns settled Beata Gyllensvärd partly farm the arch in Dalsland, which she renamed according to 
Vasastil to the Haque and Seat the farm Röksberg in Småland. Yard Bow was located about 3 km south of Laxarby 
Church at Salmon Lake's northeastern shore (älvsborg County). The farm's history can be followed from the 1500 
century. Mrs. Karin to your gel Bay was the first owner. Around 1610 was the arch over the major and District Judge Carl 
Svinhufvud (Jons father), which also became the ancestor of a noble family in the Valley. With Jöns Svinhufvud inherited 
the farm and took it to their Manor became the current construction of a County farmhouse. A timber Castle was built 
probably 1640 and served as the farmhouse on the estate in 200 years. In 1846 built a new Manor House and the old, 
which now became the wing building was left standing as a residence until 1858 and then as gästrumsflygel and 
workshop areas. By ägodelning com House standing on a free basis. The year 1938 were noticed, was demolished and 
rebuilt it on the Enets land in Steneby. House plan outline typical of buildings from 1600-century. A förstugeparti in the 
middle of the House share both the 16 planes in a representation page with two halls and two chambers or private 
offices, and a casual side with kitchen, domestikrum, night cottage and House. The House has several beautiful period 
architectural details. Turf roof rests on solid timber floor surfaces and furukavlar with. The doors have pretty riveted 
Baroque fittings and stable ingenious locks. In the Hoop House is a unique furnishings and collections which illustrate the 
building's historical heritage and must be experienced on the spot. (information about the House is taken from Olle 
Enbågens essay). Beata was by the harshness of the Vasa race and took under dom books many husband duster with his 
family in Dalsland. But she also had a good heart, as evidenced by the fact that she honored 1667 Mulseryd church with 
a chandelier made of brass and 1673 voluntarily donated to its collection to Anders Mårtensson his half of the farm 
Sundsbyn in Steneby, that in his lifetime to be the. Similarly to her old servant, and fishermen 1/8 Ösan Ani Laxarby on 
the O. Beata died probably in the yard bågenholm winter on 3 February 1701 established at Bågeholm a testamentsskrift 
between the Lieutenant Jöns Johansson Svinehufvud (Beatas grandchildren) and his cousin the Virgin Mary Bullock, 
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wherein the Lieutenant bequeathed half his bequeathed unencumbered sätsgård Bogeholm her that for themselves 
unhindered have in free disposition, with the assurance that neither he himself nor his heirs in its (her) life will make a 
relatively disputering. However, the Virgin Mary Bullock commit themselves to attend to and well received go his old 
wife farmoder wife Beata Gyllensvärd to her hederligen they die, and let her come to the grave. This testamentsskrift 
was most assiduous in their request for minutes of the Whiskey thing 8-10 October a little further on, it is on the same 
page: And as rich Virgo effected this as away, and to Mrs. Lekan funeral dir used 55 28 penny smt. My assessment is that 
Beata was buried alongside their Hall. to Mrs Jöns on Mulseryd cemetery. Jöns Svinhufvud and Beata Gyllensvärds kids 
What was the time of Mrs Jöns and Beatas children? Elizabeth married Lieutenant Olof Dahlberg but soon became a 
widow. She settled in Mulseryd in his old age. Where she died 84 years old in December 1731 and was buried-7- 
 
8 on 1 december. Johan Magnus was a hot spur and 1679 became charged with manslaughter, which I reproduced in 
article, Svinhugg go again. Now we continue with Jöns Svinhufvud and Beata Gyllensvärds next child Maria Catharina 
Svinhufvud, who married Johan Carl Rosenschantz. Johan Carl and Maria Catharina's famous children's Beata, Johan 
Jürgen, Anna Rosina, Martha, Christina born in 1687, Catharina born november 25 A Henrik is also present in the image, 
but have not figured out how. Christina and the younger children was born, probably with his grandmother in Mulseryd, 
for there was security, when the husband and father of the child was probably busy with fulfilling his military duties 
elsewhere. Christina then grew up in Femsjö, I am quite sure, because she often stood as Godfather at the christening in 
the village. Because of the war, it was certainly a lack of more or less blue blooded men in suitable age. She was also 
tired of all that war accounted for. On May 17, 1711, she married with the farmhand Bengt Andersson. Bengt Andersson 
and Christina Rosenschantz Carl born Bengt was born 14 March 1680 in Eskelbo in Torup parish in Halland. Her father 
was the farmer Anders Jonsson born calculated 1646 and died in Eskelbo June 15, Anders had married on 18 June 1676 
with daughter in Eskelbo, Kirstin Jönsdotter. Kirstin was born on the farm only 1655 and died when Bob was 5 years old, 
February 15, she was the daughter of Jons with Henrik Augustsson, also barnafödd in the yard, 1628, where he also died 
on april 30, the mother of Kirstin was Ingrid Eriksdotter died after september 15 after her marriage 1711, settled Bengt 
Andersson and Christina Rosenschantz of Elmhult in Femsjö. Where was born the first Carl 19 July 1712, and then on 9 
January 1714 her daughter Christina who died the same year on december 8. Sometime during the first part of the 1715 
took over Brad and Christina farm Lilla Duvhult in Femsjö. The mother-in-law Maria Catharina Svinhufvud lived as 
boarders until his death on 17 september 1715 it was time for the next child, which was born the daughter Christina on 
Small Duvhult. (Christina is a strongly rooted name among all Johan Carl's children and grandchildren, and the name will 
hopefully be helpful to find past ancestors). Life went on at Little Duvhult, which is located some distance from Femsjö 
towards Lidhult, wrapped in lush forest and many acres of rock garden, a still wonderful place, incidentally, reminiscent 
of the countryside North of New Delhi. In the 1700 's was book the vast wood type in Femsjö and potty be 
representation and tar burning was a gainful employment. On the farm Lilla Duvhult then came kids on conveyor belts, 
Johan 1719, 14 March, 21 March 1721, Gustav, Catharina 15 March 1724, Anders was born 11 January 1727 and Jonas 
June 6, even as a 12-year-old Carl had left home. Where he was and what he did, I can only speculate, but given that he 
had a van writing, as evidenced when he signs the register lengths 1747 in Torrlösa, I think he went to school in a foreign 
city, it came, as it often did in this tide n, eldest son Johan resident passed away on new year's day less than 15 years 
old. It was not only childbirth and sadness on Tiny Duvhult, a 1740 it was wedding on the farm. On June 1, married 
Christina with Sven Persson from Fog mountain on the border of Bedford parish. The family had a lively interaction with 
the families in the neighborhood and often put up as godparents to each other's children. Bengt Andersson's brother 
Sven Råhult, lived in Femsjö. He had 11 children by three wives. Sven married at the age of 63 by 25 year old Margareta 
and completed his three children with her, so some barnöl it became safe. The grim reaper comes to the farm in 
september-October 1745, it was a fatal disease at Little Duvhult. Bengt Andersson died first and youngest son Jonas and 
was buried on 6 October in the same grave at Femsjö cemetery. Shortly there after the friend died the wife of Sven Botil 
Ja larsdotter from Ulfvnäs. A daughter, Christina, was probably at home and helped, died shortly afterwards and got 
their final rest on november 3 at Femsjö Cemetery. Carl Gustav and Anders had left home earlier, so now were only 
mom Christina and his daughter Catharina left in Little Duvhult. After Christina remarried with the above mentioned 
Sven Ulfvnäs and 11oktober from 1746 J moved to him at Ulfvnäs, took her daughter Catharina, married 29 december 
1745 with the Bell Jean (Johan) håkansson from Elmås of Little Duvhult. Soon it could be heard the infant cries on the 
farm again, for on 15 June 1746 was born Britta, 29 June 1748 came Anders, Stina saw the light of the world on October 
2 Last Child on Little Duvhult was her daughter Maria born december 20, She was, unfortunately, only a few months old 
and died on May 30, the family had settled in Elmås when the smallest Elin comes into the world on december 8 (Elin's 
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daughter Britta can follow an article in Trehäradsbladet). 1 december 1750 were Christina Rosenschantz or as she now 
called herself johansdotter, widow. However, she married again and now for the third time. This time the man came 
from the farm Togabo # 2, Torup (Halland). It was Thor Bengtsson and the marriage took place on 28 June in Femsjö 
Happiness lasted only a few years for the november 10 1758 died Christina-8 
 
9 Johansdotter Rosenschantz, 71 years old at the new place of residence, the farm Togabo in Torup parish. She received 
her final resting place at Femsjö cemetery on november 26 what about Christina's siblings and where do they go married 
Beata Rosenschantz in Femsjö 1690 on October 4 with corporal Knut Andersson Swan. The couple settled on Yaböke and 
had a daughter 30 January 1693 Kierstina (!). Johan Jürgen married in the German Church in Karlskrona on 26 april 1704 
with Maria Regina Tharmoth, daughter of Lieutenant Colonel Jacob Tharmoth (adelsnr. 1319) and Barbara Von 
Schmiegelin. Johan Jürgen had three daughters: Maria Sofia, Charlotte Christine (!) and Barbara Eleonora. Johan Jürgen 
died 1719 in Norway. Anna Rosina should have married a e. Westh, but I have no proof yet. Martha married 1710 on 
March 27 in Femsjö Church, corporal Bengt Jonsson and they settled in Frillalt, Femsjö. The couple had during his time in 
Femsjö three children, of whom the first two was born in Frillalt, Jonas 25 July 1711 and Kristina (!) 8 March 1714 (It can 
be this Kristina as Nilla and Carl were the godparents of in Svalöv?!). At the next child, a son, Carl's birth 1 January 1718 
was Lieutenant Johan Jürgen Rosenschantz sponsor. The family now lived in North Saraböke in Femsjö. Kevin 
Rosenschantz married Hagelback, which I do not have a first name on and gets his son Johan Henrich Johan Henrich 
were traders in Halmstad (N) and died in Halmstad. What happens to the old Hagelback, I don't know, but Harkey 
remarries with Rafael Birch branch, where I do not know, but groom settled in Gränna, where Rafael was in year. Their 
first child, son Johan Gustav was born in 1726, but not in Gränna. The three other children were all born in the City 
Assembly in Gränna. Carl Magnus on 22 August 1729, Maria Chatarina 15 March 1732 and Johan Gustav Rosenschantz 1 
november 1773 Chatarina died in november and was buried on 30 november in Gränna. The brothers b moves to New 
Delhi What it was then, which meant that the three brothers Bengtsson; Carl Gustav and Anders, dating back to 1000 's, 
through Awards Gyllensvärd, Hand, Rosenschantz, Swedish, Svinhufvud and, not least, Vaasa, came to be collected in 
Vancouver? What was it that drew? Was it the sweet girls in Vancouver? Can be, but a little hint I got when I read Per 
Olov Ganrots article on Andaktssociteten in New Delhi. No smoke without fire, my grandfather's sister Ida belonged to 
the mission and learning, according to an older relative, have paid omklädningen by the mission House in Chorlton with 
sidiplattor, with the money taken out of your own pocket. But that the issue would be the whole truth, I am hesitant to. 
For me it is a red thread through the Axelvolds farm and Möllap, there was kinship? This I will try to fix in a future article. 
To quit so it would not be good, so let's follow Anders at Axelvolds farm in Svalöv and his exercise in Kågeröd we find 
Anders Bängtsson on Axelvolds farm. The following year, in 1747, he stands in the population register as the lengths that 
farmhand Anders Bengtsson. He rose quickly through the ranks, 1748, he stands as Gårdsinspektör and he had now 
switched to themselves by name Schantz, he moved to Vancouver and Möllarp. In moving the length, one can deduce 
that he was born at Femsjö 11 jan At Möllarp sängaläge the maid he pursued wrongful Bengta bengtsdotter and 29 jan 
1757, he had a daughter with Bengta, who was named Hanna. In the House hearing lengths for the year stands as Hanna 
Schantz. Any marriage it became, however, not without Bengta and daughter Hanna settled in Täckarehuset in New 
Delhi. He died on 16 February 1777 modern Bengta and Hanna remained alone in the House until his death in June 9, 
Anders Schantz was left as inspector at Möllarp until 29 March 1763, when he married in Chorlton with Virgo Anna 
Catharina Kullberg. He returned with his wife to the Axelvolds farm and was Inspector there until 22 may 1763 gave 
birth to Anna Catharina with son Bengt. Among the dignitaries at baptism, I can deduce the mother-in-law Engelholm 
and sisters Margaret Mary and Johanna Magdalena Berg from Möllarp. After 1769 goes family Schantz. How Grandpa, 
Håkan Rosvall comes into the picture, here comes a small förhandsglimt by Carl Bengtsson had a daughter named Anna, 
who had a son John, whose son Magnus ' daughter Anna was mother of Håkan Rosvall. To be continued! Sources. Roy L. 
and Jan J research in our various Swedish archives, Church, individual, national and war archives. The book of old 
Steneby Femsjö Herdaminne Agneta Horn's diary Grammatikundervisning Adjectives are words that you may have shit 
above. Compound words are words such as one might put devil, hell after. Verbs are words, which can be put out of hell 
after 
 
10 Knowing who my ancestors were has always been important to me. I have had good luck in släktforskandet and 
reached 8-9 generations along almost all the anlinjer, to the early 1600 's. The vast majority were rustic and lived within 
a few miles of Svalöv. But in the neighborhood have stayed for generations, at least 300 people this year. Most of them 
should have been my ancestors and I have had the pleasure to think about them. Reflections on scanian urfäder-Per 
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Olov Ganrot The first sedentary svalövborna they came like that years ago and settled in a shallow lake, a few hundred 
acres surrounded by Reed beds. They were stone age people lived as hunters and gatherers. First traces of them found a 
hundred years ago and archaeological excavations showed that people with the same culture, lived there for almost two 
thousand years. Reasonably were the descendants of those settlers. From the beginning, they were perhaps only a few 
dozen individuals, adults and children from related families. Later, probably a few hundred have lived there, before they 
finally left the place when the Lake grew again and became a bog. What they called the place, we do not know, but later, 
the site has been called Bare need. On the new maps called the Bar bog and it is located on the border between old 
Halmstad and Southern parishes. Why they chose that particular site and stayed as long as we do not know either, but 
you might well assume that it offered great hunting and fishing opportunities. In addition, vegetation that could 
contribute to our diets. The ice had disappeared four thousand years earlier. Tundra, the left had been invaded by plants 
and animals. Birch forest habitat type was common but had already been forced away by a pine forest, which at the 
current time it is mixed up with a lot of hassel. The climate was favorable, a little warmer than now. In the forests there 
were plenty of prey, wild boar, elk, roe deer, red deer and aurochs. Bear, Wolf and Lynx also existed. In the Lake there 
was probably plenty of fish. Waders and swimming birds were nesting on the beaches, maybe even pelicans, and it may 
have been Marsh turtles. Fishing and äggsamlande were important parts of their supply. Float of tallbark, which they 
used for their fishing nets, have been found at archaeological excavations. There were also beavers. From the Lake, a 
Brook to the Company. The Brook was dammed up today and formed a dam, which they called Svalövssjön. Probably 
had the Creek was dammed several thousand years earlier. When I went to school in Halmstad we did a day right after 
the war, an excursion to the bog in order to study how extracted peat. Because imports of coal would have been 
impossible had the turf has become an important fuel to heat homes. I remember how some old men stood in a two-
three meter deep tomb with shovels dug away the peat transported up to a machine. The ground breaking it and leaned 
forward with a thick, wet the string that were cut into pieces and were laid out on the bog to dry over the summer. 
Under the peat layer at the bottom of the grave were big black pine stumps. The teacher explained that they were many 
thousands of years old. The pines must have grown on dry land, but had ended up there when they grew in the forest 
had been flooded and formed a Lake, which eventually became the bog. That stone age people themselves arranged 
this, I think probably not, but the Beavers could probably have done it. "exactly what the first settlers were and where 
they came from is not known, but reasonably were the descendants of nomadic stone age hunters, who come to the 
country at least a few three thousand years earlier. They had been clean Hunter and followed vildrenarnas treks. Other 
seasons they had perhaps been hunting seals along the coast. The situation was and it got warmer, wild reindeer 
disappeared and other prey. Some of the hunters followed, perhaps after the reindeer northwards, but others stayed 
behind and became permanent residents. It facilitated for the archaeologists to trace them. Skåne was included for ten 
thousand years ago in a wide, protruding land mass from the European continent. In addition to Skåne covered the 
Småland, Zealand, Jutland, the Danish Isles, North Sea, and the British Isles. In Denmark has found several similar 
settlements, the first 1901 at Mullerup mose Western Magle in Sjælland. All this stone age culture was therefore called 
Maglemosekulturen. In Skåne, dated it to the BC and the first found the settlement's Bar the bog. Culture has also been 
found in Northern Germany and the Baltic States. The Danish findings was published in 1903 and put American 
Archaeology in the shade. This happened during the days of nationalism. Scanian archaeologists formed 1905 a Peat bog 
Commission to show that, i.e. Sweden, had just as ancient history. They began to look for the stone age settlements and 
found what they were looking for Why it became by Bare bog, I don't know. In the 1940 's, they found an even bigger 
settlement from this culture on bogs Ageröds Mosse mosse, a remnant of the third Lake ring, which disappeared when 
the Lake's surface was lowered in the late 1800 's. What they found at the Bar the bog 
 
11 are the remains of their homes, a variety of simple, often very small Flint tools and a float to fishing nets. The findings 
suggest that the flintverktygen were manufactured at the site, but some large elegant axes, daggers and spearheads 
were not. Typical of the culture was thin, razor-sharp small flintbitar as they skillfully mount that lace and barbs on their 
arrows, javelins and spear. The wood for these have rotted away and left only the flintbitarna are small, often a few 
centimeters long and 4-5 mm wide, typically with triangular cross section. Microlitre usually they are called (by the 
Greek micro = small and lithos = stone) and they are a marker of culture. It is believed that they were produced on an 
industrial scale at places where you had a good supply of the right face. Other tools, which they used to skin and cut up 
hunting prey, was also small and possibly intended to be used only a few times. Ceramics had they not at all and, of 
course, not metal. Cook your food, they could not do. Unless they ate raw, they got well Broil it over an open fire or cook 
it among heated stones in any type of cooking pit. In the summer they lived next to the beach, possibly in small 
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removable, resembles a huts made of hasselkäppar and animal skins. That man has been able to locate nesting sites 
depends on the träkolsrester from their fires. In winter they lived farther from the beach in a little larger huts, perhaps 
built of reeds and mud. Although they have been found thanks to charcoal. The first find was East of the bog (near 
Forest beak), but later they have found several settlements West of the bog (against Halmstad 14 and Tvingen). A low in 
the middle of the bog, possibly had it been an island in the Lake. Bargain sites have been marked on the yellow map with 
signs indicating the ancient monument without anything now available to view on the site. Around the rubble have 
found waste from flinthanteringen, bone and large amounts of shells from hazelnuts they cracked. Unfortunately, much 
of the houses damaged by later crops. The better preserved settlements have found animal shapes of amber, and horn 
tools decorated with geometric patterns and animal images. When they took off their animal skins they looked pretty 
much like us, but a bit more muscular, and maybe a little small. The differences were caused by enough that they lived 
differently than we do. Preserved skeletons have been found at the Bar the bog, but well at a few settlements from the 
same time in Northern Skåne. Erik Forslid has the first part Barumkvinnan, found at 1939 Bäckaskog. of Southern history 
vividly described how the first svalövborna may have had it. I am convinced that I am a descendant of bar bog people, 
like most other native people. The language they spoke is not known, it is certainly extinct a long time ago. Although 
there were plenty of prey, their lives have been strenuous. Chasing birds or fishes with bow and barbed arrows, one can 
imagine, but findings from garbage dumps were showing that maglemosemänniskorna largely lived by big game such as 
wild boar, red deer and aurochs. To bring down such a switch wasn't with mikrolitpilar. Instead dug the trapping pits and 
used stones, clubs and Spears to kill animals that had fallen into them. To help to drive the animals into the pits had 
perhaps the dogs, which were their only domestic animals. The pits have almost invariably been lost over the millennia, 
but 800 m north of the bog can be found under the yellow map an ancient monument, which will be an old trapping pit. 
Someone must have signed and dated; who I don't know. Possibly the much younger than from maglemosetiden. It is 
now called varggropen and it has meant that it has been covered and that spiked poles existed in the bottom and any 
trail on a high pole in the middle. I doubt that wolves be fooled so easily and find the explanation seems to be retrieved 
from a woodcut from Olaus Magnus's history from the 1500 's, the pit is round, about four meters across, filled with 
water and about a meter deep. It was inside the Large Bjernarps deer enclosure with fallow deer who drank from it. 
Edges fell down and in a few years, even this pit to be lost, as well as any other. Where people went when they left their 
disused Lake is probably impossible to find out. Maybe they were left in the area. Maybe they moved towards the coast, 
the sound kept just then being formed and a narrow inlet extending halfway from the Kattegat. If they followed their 
stream, they could reach the Gulf by Tågerup. There came at that time, an even larger group of stone age hunters 
related cultures that succeeded maglemosejägarna. Kongemose and Erteböllekulturerna they usually called after 
archaeological sites in Denmark. That cultures succeeded each other reflects enough development, not new groups 
came and pushed away the past. Peasant culture was in antå 
 
12 ownership and flinthantverket became more and more advanced. Parts of the settlement in Tågerup were 
investigated archaeologically in conjunction with West coast line a few years ago was drawn to Landskrona. About two 
tonnes of processed Flint was found and most of the finds can be seen on the Façade. Ice age hunters tracking my 
scanian ancestors stops at the ice sheet, but the first scanian war ancestors had probably not been far away. When it 
was at its peak reached the ice barely contemporary German coast. In much of Europe there were stone age hunters 
completely equal us already for years ago, i.e. also during the coldest part of the ice age. These are usually called Cro-
Magnon-humans after a cave in France where they first found traces of them. The Cro-Magnon-humans belong to the 
same species as all modern humans, Homo sapiens sapiens. They had come to Europe from East Africa, where they 
developed from a human, Homo erectus */. When they arrived in Europe, they met at the Neanderthal people. They 
belonged to a different branch of the human family, who come from Africa, possibly already for half a million years ago. 
They existed all over Europe up to Northern Germany and the name they've got out of the first site in Neanderdalen in 
Düsseldorf. If they existed in Skåne, before the last ice age is not known for sure, the ice has blurred out all traces. The 
possibility cannot be ruled out and a settlement in a cave in Ostrobothnia in Finland suspected of being from them. 
Neanderthals were larger and stronger */even before our human type came to Europe had had time to spread to other 
parts of Africa and East to Asia and Australia. It may have come from the fact that they remained on the coast and lived 
by the animals they found in the tide pools left behind two times a day. It had even older humans, Homo habilis, also 
made for a few million years ago, it is believed. It was they who began to walk on two legs, lost coat and got flippers but 
culturally less developed than the Cro-Magnon-people and they died out about a year after the new hunters ' arrival in 
Europe. Probably they were displaced to areas where they could not survive. Neanderthals not our ancestors have been 
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considered, but the newer mapping of their DNA have shown that modern humans in Europe and Asia a few percent of 
their DNA from Neanderthals. This does not apply to people who lived in Africa. It is interesting that our mitochondrial 
dna does not come from Neanderthals. It is inherited only through the mother. Because DNA involvement is so small, it 
is most likely the result of temporary marriages. If the Neanderthal raping Cro-Magnonkvinnor and the child came the 
well growing up in Croatia-Magnonkulturen. The hybrid was fertile and contributed to our element of neandertalgener. 
Became neandertalkvinnor raping of Cro-Magnonmän stopped the offspring with his neandertalmitokondrie-dna among 
Neanderthals died out with them, Our oldest ancestors lived in Europe probably mostly in simple huts, but where there 
were suitable caves, they used them in millennia and left behind things that show they had mind both aesthetic and 
magical things. They made ornaments of semi-precious stones and small sculptures of sandstone and adorned with wall 
paintings sometimes caves etc. During the ice age the sea level in ice sheet grew constantly and sank. New coastlines 
were formed. Approaches to the Red Sea and the Persian Gulf were drained and there were country between Southeast 
Asia and Australia. When the beach hunters became for many a place, got some move and then followed the coast. They 
did it a couple of miles per generation, they came from East Africa to Southeast Asia for years. They came to the Middle 
East by following the Nile (Red depicting mammoths, interims, and wild boar. They are believed to have had a developed 
language, better than neandertalarnas. They made better tool, often made of flint, as they got far from settlements, 
because Flint did not exist everywhere. Like neanderthals managed the fire. To their prey in Europe heard the 
mammoth, woolly rhinoceros, aurochs, Wisent. Agriculture and farm animals, they were not, but probably they had 
dogs. How stone age hunters in Europe lived has previously most guessed from found gear and excavated settlements. 
The understanding has increased by studying the other stone age cultures, which remained in many parts of the world 
until the colonial conquerors and missionaries made out of them. In its fundamental features were similar to those 
usually each other and differences can be explained by differences in climate and prey availability. In New Guinea 
existed until the mid 1900 's more than hundred such cultures. Researchers from our culture has lived with them among 
us older will recall most of the popular research travelers Stone Bergman's books and radio shows? Many sea was dry 
salt pan) or by following the enclosed "the Persian Gulf and the rivers Euphrates and Tigris. To the earliest cultures arose 
in these rivers were no coincidence. Mediterranean coasts did not give the same spread. The Strait of Gibraltar was 
drained, the tide was insignificant, the sea level was much lower than now, and the water was a lot saltier 
 
13 children and grandchildren of stone age people have adopted our culture and now live in cities and work in industries 
(forestry, mining and oil extraction). Others are farmers, and moves between different valleys with small aircraft, since 
roads are missing through the rain forest and over the mountains that separate the valleys. At a medical Congress in 
1990 United States I met a colleague from Papua. He was younger than I, educated in Europe, but born in the stone age. 
All this has convinced me that stone age people were just as talented and capable as we and their language was as 
effective for them as ours is to us. They had a lot of knowledge about the nature around them, what was good enough 
to eat, and what was dangerous. That papuaner sometimes engaged in cannibalism had religious ritual significance; 
often it was the deceased relatives they ate. Stone age cultures was very stable and well adapted in the ecology where 
they existed. The aborigines of Australia lived in his special way this year. With the conditions that existed was their 
culture already accomplished. Hunters who made themselves into new areas, however, could eradicate the prey. So it 
went when stone age hunters like that years ago via the Behrings sound came over to Alaska. For a Millennium, they had 
spread across North and South America and exterminated almost all larger herbivores such as mammoth, Mastodon, 
giant camel, and giant sloths. Mammoths and rhinos in Europe and Asia were also killed by stone age people. There is no 
reason to believe that ice age hunters in Europe was less capable than 1900-talets papuaner, amazonasindianer or Inuit. 
Probably they lived in similar ways and they have conceived that they formed the sparsely scattered bands, each with 
perhaps hundreds of related individuals, in a common hunting ground in a valley. It was probably the right number for 
the hunt and for digging catch pits. Mammoths and rhinos could not have been easy to be with. When a tribal area 
became overcrowded moved some to new hunting grounds and subsequently filled the hunters throughout the 
continent until the melting ice sheet. That stone age hunters here was as developed as we supported also by the fact 
that the brain volume of Cro-Magnonmänniskor, on average, even was a bit larger than for today's people. It was their 
culture that needed to be developed in order to obtain that which we now have the following article addresses some 
milestones on the way. Literature Erik Forslid: Southern history I-IV, Tomas Germundsson and Peter Schlyter (eds.): Atlas 
of Skåne, Sweden's National Atlas, Konrad Spindler: the man in the ice, the University Publisher Culture in Skåne Region 
Skåne have online under the name Terra Scaniae a variety of essays and facts about scanian history and antiquity. 
Search by Johannes Brøndsted: Danmarks Oldtid, part 1 Stone alderen, (1957) has a detailed description of the 
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maglemosekulturen with lots of pictures at flintverktygen. About stone age cultures was so well adapted in their 
environment, how is it then that we are not still stone age Hunter? Was it the ingenious engineering types, which 
figured out improvements to facilitate life for themselves, and that generations ago did after? So it was perhaps, but not 
often and not everywhere, hardly ever in our neck of the Woods. Almost all development in Europe seems to have come 
from the same area in the continent's periphery. Nevertheless, European civilization over the past centuries have come 
to dominate the world. How come? American Jared Diamond has a book attempted to explain how it happened. The 
book came in 1997 and named Guns germs and steel. It is highly readable and came in the Swedish translation of the 
title a bit 1999 mesigare Wheat, roots of civilization weapons and viruses. The writer is a professor at one of the United 
States's most prestigious universities (UCLA) and for the book, he has been awarded the Pulitzer Prize (very nicely in 
America) and with the National Medal of Science (the United States's highest civilian Award). I think the topic has 
folklore linked and are thinking about his thoughts on how development came to us. But I overlook a large part of the 
book, in which he explains what gave-Per Olov Ganrot-Europeans the decisive upper hand, krigiskheten and 
communicable diseases. I find these arguments compelling, but suffice to say that man's development history and 
civilisation have dark sides and can lead to gloomy thoughts about the future. In a subsequent notice should I give 
glimpses of an even more powerful book by the same author: doom. Civilizations rise or fall 
 
14 Arable farmers and shepherds At the same time as Hunter first came to Scania started groups in current Iraq, Syria, 
Turkey and Lebanon to try farming. The collected seeds of vildvete and vildkorn to sustainable food supply. Some 
dropped the most on the way home and it began to grow seed along their paths. When the wild berries found in the 
rambling stuffed in themselves as much as they could. A year after it began to grow cherries, Virginia Creeper and olives 
on their avträdes site. After hand understood the context and åkerbrukandet became more consciously. When the total 
grain received the most from the plants with the highest ax and least tendency to drop the ripe grains. Crop 
characteristics therefore improved year by year, but that they understood that when they gathered fruits and berries 
they chose trees, shrubs and herbs are most fruits. They did it this year developed a small, plain dry berries into a large 
watermelon. Farming practices was very slow, but important step was when they eventually started and allowed 
farmers got draught animals and new crops. Over the millennia were sustained agriculture on at least a dozen spots in 
the world completely independently, in China, India, Africa and the Americas. Actually, people were not the first. Many 
animals were agriculture, forestry and plant breeders long before humans. Squirrels and rooks are collecting acorns 
where they are the largest number and highest and hiding them for the winter. Some will be left where they are hidden, 
germinate and become new oak trees. The only way for the oak tree to get their seeds sprout is someone pokes them 
down into the Earth. It favours oak trees with many large acorns. Other hunter-gatherer groups in the Middle East 
started at the same time that domesticated sheep and goats and a few thousand years later, even cattle, interims in 
Europe and relatives of those in Asia. The intention was to get the meat, but gradually learned to use milk and wool. Pigs 
and poultry are domesticated in China and Southeast Asia and came here later. Agriculture and livestock increased 
availability of food in a tribal area, but did not mean that the individuals got it much better. Instead, they became more. 
It think it was because they had more children. In hunting/gathering cultures, women accounted for most of the 
gathering. They must carry around small children until they could hang with themselves for four years. They got a new 
child before then, it died perhaps most often, because it could not cope with two. In early peasant cultures men often 
went on the hunt. The women stayed home and watched the cultivation and animal and were able to bear children 
most every year. Åkerbrukandet led to population growth, but the skeleton of stone age farmers and hunters of the 
same era has shown that people often became smaller during the transition to agriculture. The food was not more 
abundant, but possibly more unilateral and possibly protein poorer. Cultivation led to dependency and could give famine 
if there was a bad harvest. The potato is said to have saved the Swedes from starvation in the 1800 's. But Ireland led to 
one million starved to death in the 1840 's, when the potatoes were affected by fungal disease. Hunters and gatherers 
had many different food sources, hit a wrong, there were others to take to. A little better, it was with the shepherds, but 
also pets gave problems. They must be constantly guarded and defended, as wolves saw them as easy prey. Pets also 
had the disease, which was transferred to the people, when they lived in the same caves. Most of our infectious 
diseases, we have probably gotten from pets. The new supply methods changed little else. Among the hunters were all 
alike and helped with hunting and collecting. All shared the spoils and no one took anything out of their gear and the 
hides, they were dressed in the transition took place. maybe by arable farmers and herdsmen moved into hunters ' area 
or by some hunters chose to become farmers. Every farmer claimed to have ownership of arable and livestock, which 
soon became public policy, because their this judgment led to the farmers soon became the majority. When the groups 
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became larger, they also became stronger, but must protect themselves against other strong teams, which could Rob 
animals and supplies. Some must take care of security and defence. Conflicts arose, the shepherds ' animals could 
destroy crops or arable users end up in hunters ' traps. Shepherds and hunters were half-nomads and had maybe 
difficult to accept travel clients claim to own the best land. Someone needs to become Chief, and control. The ancestral 
family life we don't know much about, but a Chief had perhaps more women and children than others. Clans of the 
magnates emerged and a social stratification with slaves at the other end of the scale. Budding civilization was, but if it 
were better is debatable. Peasant culture was spread slowly in Europe, approximately one km per year. If the hunters 
began growing or peasants were majority because they were barnrikare argue about. Eventually melted the cultures 
together. To Scania reached farmer culture for about 7000 years ago, but for some time the most pastoral culture and to 
supplement hunting and fishing. Ryttarkultur, new tools and new languages for almost 6000 years ago were important 
developments. The horse were domesticated by herders on the steppe North of the Black Sea. It gave them the 
advantage in the battle and made them pro-war. Later, they invented the wheel and built wagons to fight from. In their 
raids, they came into contact with many peasant cultures in the Middle East. Some could produce ceramics and others 
had begun to produce copper and later bronze. With weapons and tools, metal, horses, Chariots, pottery and better 
farming methods brought their culture after a Millennium to dominate Europe and had even spread to Persia and India. 
A stone-age farmer was found in 1991 found frozen glacier ice at an altitude at the Italian-Austrian border. He 
 
15 had lived for years ago and had with them a set of tools out of bone and Flint, but also an axe of copper. If he heard 
that horses and wheels, we know not. Stonehenge and the pyramids was built a few hundred years later without such 
facilities. To Scania came culture for more than years ago, archaeologists call it båtyxe or stridsyxekulturen. This 
development believed happened but that the majority of former farmers and hunters/collectors disappeared. Their 
genes are considered to still be there, but their language died out and were replaced by what it calls the Indo-European 
family of languages (Germanic, romance, Celtic, Slavic, Baltic, Greek, Persian and Indian branches). Language switching 
occurred in a similar way to when the Spanish and Portuguese took over in the whole South America, even though the 
population in many countries with predominantly Native American. Another example is the Latin who took over large 
parts of the Roman Empire. Some have suggested that language shift in Europe came with the peasant culture. But the 
cultivation came a couple of thousand years before the steppe people got horses and it was people with other languages 
than Indo-European that were the first farmers. We have assembled the words, which are common in all Indo-European 
languages, to a proto-Indo-European dictionary. It includes many terms related to horses, cavalry and wagons, which are 
considered to indicate that the horse was important for the spread of languages. It is believed that the Basque in 
Northern Spain is a remnant of the old for-Indo-European languages, such as Etruscan in Northern Italy (extinct since 
more than 2000 years). Today's name on big rivers and lakes are supposed to also be linguistic remnants. More cultural 
impulses in the culture's heartland in the Middle East took the development new leap. They came closer and spread all 
over the continent, but each time, it took at least a Millennium before the news reached here. Irrigation, cities and 
kingdoms At the same time as the horse domesticated started farmers in Iraq with irrigation. The same happened in 
Egypt, India and China. The climate was dry but the area fertile and there were large rivers. Irrigation resulted in greater 
populations, and they began building market places and cities. Jericho is claimed to have existed already for years ago. 
Arable farmers, shepherds and others changed grain, cattle, wool, salt, ceramics, metal and fabrics. Chiefs were Kings 
and built palaces. Cities had walls and nearby cities were United to the kingdoms, as laid out in the surrounding area. For 
3500 years ago came the at war with each other, as the Assyrians against the Egyptians. Many new cities and City-States 
emerged, first in the East and later throughout the Mediterranean and up across Europe. Many were short-lived, and 
war between them became normality. Prisoners of war were slaves. To us, this civilization one to two thousand years 
later and progress was slow, because it was sparser populated here. Kingdoms were small; several were at the same 
time. Writing For 5000 years ago invented writing, first picture rebus, as the ancestral early Cuneiform, Egyptian 
hieroglyphs, minoernas cuneiform and Chinese even used to writing. The printers were bureaucrats and handled the 
bookkeeping and inventory lists at the palaces. Characters were only for such and the printers invented them ourselves. 
Later introduced the Sumerians sound character, as the Phoenicians for nearly 4000 years ago, improved to an alphabet. 
Then you could write about anything. The principle was taken after all other (except Chinese). Germanic runes, which 
began to be used for 2000 years ago, was imitation of Greek, Etruscan and Latin alphabets. Even Arab writing came from 
the Phoenicians, both were Semitic language. Religion Religion evolved with cult places, victims of priests and later 
Temple (cult and culture means cultivation). The deity was depicted as a bull. So did the Mesopotamia, Assyria, Egypt 
and Crete for 3500 years ago. Even father Abraham and his ätteläggar had occasionally done so, but it was banned by 
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Moses for 3300 years ago. Cult sites, temples, priests, blood sacrifices, including human sacrifice, spread all over the 
continent and reached also here. What you believed in speed and is best known for the Greek and Roman cultures. For 
2000 years ago there arose a new religion in the Middle East and the spread of a central Church. To Scania, it reached 
after a thousand years, and over the centuries then began Christian chronicler as Snorri and Saxo to embroider on the 
tales, as we used to call Asaläran. Possibly have it never existed? Snorri claims that Oden was an earthly King! Iron Iron 
began to be produced in the Middle East for more than 4000 years ago. In the beginning was the surrogate for the 
bronze, it was lack of raw materials. Iron could rust, demanded a higher temperature to produce and needed to be 
forged. The technique spread slowly and in Europe took the momentum for 2500 years ago. A number of cultures in the 
Middle East had gone under, among them the first high culture on European soil, the Minoan Crete (volcano eruption by 
Theras of years ago). At the same time began a new culture spread across Europe, the Celts (galater in Asia minor, grilles 
in France and Gaels in the British Isles). They had probably been here before, but something gave them power to 
expand. Possibly it was the iron technology. The Celts did not come to the North, but their rise and fall Mediterranean 
kingdoms meant that imports of bronze more or less ceased. Instead came the iron. The economy in the North seems to 
have gone down, the rich bronsåldersgravarna was replaced by much poorer iron age tombs. Possibly it was visiting 
merchants from the South, 
 
16 buried in the finest graves? First production of iron in the North took place for 2000 years ago, but the iron 
manufacturing on a large scale was not even half a Millennium, until you've learned to use the Lakes bog ore. Shipping 
the Egyptians had built ships for transport on the Nile. A Phoenician city culture existed in Lebanon for more than 4000 
years ago. The Phoenicians developed shipbuilding and shipping for trading, discover the world and engage in naval war. 
They established colonies and trading posts and for 3000 years ago dominated the trade in the Mediterranean. They 
held most of the North African coast (where they built the city of Carthage), parts of Cyprus and Sicily, the whole of 
Sardinia and Corsica and much of Spain's Mediterranean coast. They passed the Straits of Gibraltar, the Canary Islands 
and should even have rounded Africa and reached the Red Sea. The Phoenicians also engaged in trade along the West 
coast of Europe. Probably they also reached Scandinavia, and possibly it was they who brought hit most of the bronze 
age bronze. Raw materials were not available here, but were on the Phoenician Cyprus (hence the word copper). The 
Greek Homer's description of the people up here for 2800 years ago he should have gotten by sailors. Quantities of rock 
carvings of the long ship with lots of rower is very similar to the Phoenicians naves with pointed ramm. The bears no 
resemblance to the Viking ships, which came at least years later. The Phoenicians worshipped Baal in Baal at Kivik and 
there is a symbol. It has even been suggested that the name Baldr comes of Baal. Knowledge of the Phoenicians 
seafarers were taken over by the Greeks and Romans (Navigare Suetonius) and much later of Nordic Vikings, Spaniards, 
Dutch and English. Gold and trade Pieces of gold, later also copper and silver, began 4000 years ago that operated in 
Egypt and the Middle East as a means of payment in trade. Barter had its limitations. Gold was the first metal man 
managed, because it existed as pure metal in river sand. The gold was used to decorate Royal palaces, Royal tombs and 
temples. It was much sought after and resistant and thus suitable as a means of payment. It could easily be hidden away 
when there was war. According to the Bible (1. MOS) for Jacob's sons to Egypt for 3700 years ago and bought grain for 
money, when there was a famine in Canaan. Standardized, however, beaten more than coins first 2500 years ago. in 
Greece by King Croisos (Croesus). Previously weighed to the coins. Gold and silver eventually came also here to the 
North, as payment when they sold the fur, ambers and perhaps slaves to visiting merchants. Later, it received it by Rob 
monasteries and towns during the Viking missions. Perspective on ourselves until the end of the middle ages consisted 
in Europe most of that we took after what they did in the culture's core countries. It is therefore strange that European 
culture and technology then came to dominate and be spread to the rest of the world. Arab and Chinese people could 
just as easily taken the lead. Arab culture expanded in all directions and passed a peak around the year 700 e.kr., but 
their advance into Europe stopped by the frankerhärskaren Charles Martel in the battle of Poitiers in 733. Arab culture 
matured then in the middle ages, having been clearly superior to the European. In many places was devastated the 
Middle East by overpopulation, overgrazing and soil erosion. The Europeans were the most warlike peoples of the world. 
They increased their influence by adding in other parts of the world with a population of much lower development level 
and with no defence against the Europeans ' illnesses. 1492 when Columbus came to the Greater Antilles, there were a 
number of prosperous peasant cultures, Taino, with estimated 8 million inhabitants. Fifty years later, they were as good 
as lost. The only thing left of them is enough maize, the Word as well as the plant. Hundreds of millions of people are 
now dependent on what the peasants a way through his farming. In China had the development of agriculture, ranching, 
horses, Chariots, pottery, metal processing and the cities at least kept pace with the Middle East. At the end of the 
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Middle Ages was the Chinese superior Europeans on all peaceful areas. Already for years ago they had created a large 
cohesive Empire and built walls against warlike neighbors. They seem to have been happy with being Middle Kingdom, 
to make beautiful things out of porcelain and silk and the development of gardening art. They invented paper (two 
thousand years ago) and procedure (six hundred years before Gutenberg), but stuck in a type system, which is extremely 
hard to learn, but that could be read by everyone, regardless of how they are pronounced words. Necessary to control 
the multilingual country. They invented gunpowder for two thousand years ago. Trettonhundra years later, the Arabs 
after and we took after them. If the Chinese used gunpowder to other than fireworks, could the story had a different 
time, and Europe was a poor and backward corners of the world with long-bygone greatness. Or had it been full of 
Chinese people here and we had stayed in the reserves? When you think of our history, it's hard not to worry about the 
future. The trend is accelerating. It will continue, because it is culture, not we ourselves develop. We have long 
influenced the environment negatively, but until something of a century ago we were held back by organic 
counterforces as diseases and crop failure. With the knowledge we now have gained we can put many of these forces. 
At the same time, we have in the world grown accustomed to a lifestyle, which does away with resources we live by, we 
realize this, but cannot back the development. Everyone else would catch up with us and do our development in a 
couple generations, sometimes even from the stone age. We have bad 
 
17 conscience and start programmes to eradicate poverty and disease in developing countries. The world's population 
increases and has probably more than tripled during my lifetime. No one knows how many manage to make a living, but 
it has to be a limit. No other species we know of has embarked on our evolutionary path either now or in the past. We 
are unique, but why? We are inside the Forbidden path, which necessarily leads to collapse of ecosystems? With the 
evolution time measurement is our story very short, especially for the extreme life we now live. Is that what the Bible's 
story of the fall is trying to tell us? We have tasted the forbidden fruit from the tree of knowledge of good and evil and 
become totally dependent on it. Jared Diamond, whose book Wheat, weapons and virus I referenced in the previous 
article, yet has written a fantastic book 2005 Collapse. How Societies Choose to Fail or Succeed. Also it has been 
translated into Swedish and got one in my opinion less good title. Civilizations rise or fall. The book is about 600 pages, 
including 35 pages of references to similar works. It's fact-packed, yet accessible to a wide readership with decent 
general knowledge and interest in the future of the world. I think it can fit most genealogists. The starting point is 
probably the author's passion for nature and the environment, which he everywhere sees threatened by man. He is 
convinced that the population growth in the world has already passed the point where the collapse is inevitable, if all 
people in the developing countries require to get the same standard of living that we in the developed countries gained. 
A radical change is necessary, otherwise the crisis within their lifetime, now children. The message is certainly scary for 
many, but the author says that the more people that get insight into how it is the easier it will be for the political system 
to make wise choices. Of course he also Moons on the people and the cultures they developed and altogether 
specifically, he addressed himself to his countrymen in the United States. The book begins with a hundred pages on the 
State of Montana in the Northwestern United States, where the author happens to have his summer place. The land is 
seemingly prosperous, but he finds Civilizations rise or fall Per Olov Ganrot-everywhere signs that the collapse started. 
Then he spends nearly 250 pages for some of the many communities that have passed over despite being in his time was 
well developed. Most common reason was that they were destroying their environment. They were certainly aware of 
this but had no knowledge of how they would avoid the disaster. Everything is highly worth reading. Påsköns and Maya 
ruin, I felt a part of, but the Norwegian and Icelandic Vikings, who for more than 450 years colonised a few fjords on the 
West coast of Greenland, I had not read about. Most lived there about 5000 people in more than 250 farms. They had 
their own Bishop with the Cathedral (16 x 32 m) and 13 other churches, whose ruins are still there. They had cows, 
sheep and pigs, that lived by the lush grasslands that existed where three months of the year, since colonizers hewed 
the measly trees and shrubs that have been there before. Biskopsgården both cowshed had booths of 160 cows. They 
hunted wild reindeer, harbour seal and walrus, and got in early visits by larger commercial vessels any time of the year. 
Their only export product was the valrossbetar, that the Church needed to manufacture the shrine and other status 
gadgets. Main imports were iron. As long as they had boats fetched the actual timber from Labrador in present-day 
Canada. Much of their history has been documented in the documents they sent to the Archbishop in Trondheim and in 
the Icelandic sagas, Eirik's saga and the Greenland saga. The environment was destroyed, harvests were smaller and the 
climate became colder. Merchant ships stopped coming; the Crusaders had defeated the Muslims, which blocked trade 
routes to Africa. With access to the truth: elephant tusks was not needed valrossbetar. The Inuit had also begun 
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18 immigrate to the area, and because they were Pagans treated the enemy of the Christian peasants. In the early 1400 
's, they died of starvation and cold. The downfall came enough suddenly. The last survivors had seeped into the Bishop's 
Palace and ate up the last of the animals. As they died, they were buried and the last of them was found at the 
beginning of the century. His skull was lying on the floor in one of the buildings. Another extinct civilization, which I 
haven't heard of was anazasis (the ancients on navayo language). They were Pueblo people, hunters and stone age 
farmers in the southwestern United States. They lived in a semi-desert, but survived in 500 years due to good 
organisation and trade with tribes that had good luck with the rain. The missing pets and had no written language, but 
built small towns with ring walls, palaces and stone houses with up to 5-6 levels. An extremely dry year in early 1100 's 
collapsed their civilization and almost all died. To the disaster contributed to the destroyed their environment. 
Archaeological excavations have found signs of cannibalism in the final phase. The book devotes more than 100 pages to 
review some contemporary societies, which the author believes is well on the way to destroy their environment in a way 
that must threaten their existence. Rwanda, Haiti, China and Australia is his example and he describes in detail how the 
different ways got into a vicious development and what that could possibly change it. The last 100 pages devoted to the 
industrial sectors in the United States, which he said threatens the country's long-term survival. As I already mentioned, 
I find the book very readable, but shattering. To read it is a bit like sticking your head in the sand to avoid seeing the 
dangers. Buried in kålhagen outside the House of Stenestad. After having published Years in Kågeröd, etc. parishes, I 
found the following note in annex Assembly Stenestads kyrkobok, whose oldest part is a pure writing, as Vicar Klerk 
made and caused to be inbinda at the end of Kågeröd c: 1 (Kågeröds and Stenestads Kyrkobok), efterwerlden to notice 
that he puts it. Following notice is thus pure written by de Klerk, but who originally wrote it, is unknown. Maybe it was 
the Herlins vicar Mr Arneus, for it can hardly have been Herlin yourself? As I interpret the name of DDSS House as 
Lockahuset, but this name is unfamiliar, and Information about the plague of Stenestad and Konga is also missing in 
Skåne's place names # 8 (South Åsbo) from Lökahuset Instead, which probably means may have been a house in 
Lökagården , a farm about 1½ km west of stenestad. During the year, four other people died in the Assembly, but in the 
statistics of the dead in the Assembly were not ryttaränkan and her three children with, because they are not buried in 
the cemetery. When all farms and houses were a 2016 kålhave, and in this-Brad N-kålhage were buried therefore family, 
probably without ecclesiastical ceremonies. The article is particularly interesting, because the cemetery is named, and 
maybe give it also a small hint as to where the deceased family in Assartorp was buried as well as the other victims in 
New Delhi. Of course, one wonders, too, how the family in Lökahuset became infected, and these deaths from plague 
can hardly have been an isolated occurrence in Stenestad 
 
19 Utj • Septembrj Month Fahrsoten dödde af 1711 out Riders widow Sine Marten's daughter in Attracting House tillike 
with 3ne children nembl. Karina nilsdotter on its 15 åhr, daughter åhr, Jöns 11 Boell son Nils Jöns about their åhr and 
begrafne 13 blefwo uthan before the House in Kåhl pasture. Information about the plague of Konga it is not surprising 
that the plague spread from knutstorp to Konga. The parts of the parish that is closest to knutstorp should be Långaröd, 
a village that was shared between Vancouver and Konga. When church records completely missing, is hoping to court 
Protocol. As mentioned earlier, these are missing from Onsjö hundred from that year, but in 1726 annual höstting 
mentioned the plague in connection with an inheritance, and it turns out that the hit was Långaröd. Den gamle danske 
föravskedade soldier Oluf Persson and Bengt Ebbeson farmhand from Konga village had appeared at the thing and told 
the Court that their brother and uncle Per Persson from Konga recently died childless in Copenhagen. Because they were 
his closest heirs asked the District Court's evidence about the relationship to be able to get out the legacy. After that 
Konga parish jurors Sören L in Vindfälle and Anders Bengtsson in Vega had sought the information, they could tell, that 
many years ago there lived a man in Konga village at name Per P. His is survived by four sons, his P who died unmarried 
and childless in Konga, Per Persson, who arrived along with Oluf P in their youth over to other sijdan, as well as the 
fourth son Ebbe P. He had with his wife and all the other children in the last Plague blifwit kill uti Konga Sn and Långared 
House other than the thing son Bengt Ebbeson, who currently had survived. Pastoris Locis Carl Rosou and four credible 
parish men certified in a certificate signed on October 24, that in this country there was no more closely related to the 
deceased Per Persson in Copenhagen than Bengt Ebbeson years kaktekismilängd occupies on the Konga 16 House 
supervisor Per Persson and his wife Bodil His daughter. Perhaps they were the parents of farmhand Ebbe P in Långaröd 2 
(Långaröds House), also known as Lonnie Carpenter and a few years later is occupied with his wife Elizabeth. Protocol in 
the judgement is unique and interesting, because as well as with regard to announcing that the plague also raged in 
Konga parish. Bengt Ebbeson survived, but he lost his parents and siblings. Christmas preparations for this festival heard 
it many preparations, which was also the conclusion of this year's chores. Run the rods, the old time calendars, began 
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during advent. Advent calendar is a modern invention, but the idea may be considered old, for almost every day during 
advent time, was formerly attached a special tradition that dictated what should be done, for example. baking, brewing, 
candle, julslakt, washer and slope of the fish. BREW and candle belonged to the first Christmas chores. On Anna day (9 
december) would be ready for tasting beer (Anna with business in Christmas celebrations in ancient times can). Anna 
then went the gaudy with can for a provslurk to friends and neighbors, and on the same day, it was time to put lutfisken 
in the wet. Now were spinning wheel up in the loft, because they no longer had time to spin, and in addition, it was 
considered dangerous to let something spinning around during the Christmas season. To the Lucia day should be 
Christmas pig-N-slain, and in some parts of the country would horses winter kos. Lucia night (Lussenatten), on the night 
of 12 and 13 december, was in the old folklore one of the year's most dangerous nights. Linguistic sammanblandades 
often Lucia and Lucifer (a name for the devil). Then ruled the supernatural powers, and that mörksens was 
 
20 particularly active in Lussenatten was due to the fact that this night before 1753 calendar reform was the longest. In 
an almanac from 1702 it says reading on 13 december: longest night when the cold and uncomfortable Winter begins. It 
was also the last night you had to be ready with the threshing, and therefore went up just after midnight and started 
with the threshing. When this was finished, got to breakfast and brandy. Lucia from Syracuse was a young woman who 
was martyred in 304 in Italy and is celebrated on december 13. She has, however, no more than the name in common 
with our celebration, which happens to coincide with lucia day. On this day used to djäknarna (skolgossarna) end the 
semester's schooling, and then went around and behaved star boy games and begging money. This phenomenon is 
considered to be behind our Lucia. Lucia tradition is not some ancient light Festival, but a relatively modern practice 
with elements from older days, which evolved into a practice abroad is regarded as one of the most typical Swedish. It is 
in the upper classes who we first meet a modern celebration, and the oldest depiction is supposed to be from 1764, 
when candidate Carl-Fredrik Nymann got acquainted with a vitklätt Lady with girdle about life and big candle in each 
Silver candlestick on Holm's residence in Västergötland. A common term for Lucia was lusssebrud, a word that occurs in 
the older lucia songs and dress up as the bride was generally at the many festivals in Sweden. Then julslakt, laundry 
(washing), BREW, and other chores were done and dusted, was such a thorough cleaning of the entire household and of 
the rooms, as if you really this isn't Rauschenberg's famous goat without John Bauer's julbock from had a full year of dirt 
to bortskura and avskölja. The cabin's ceiling and beams skurades, and it was the most damaging of all, Christmas 
preparations, because scrubbing with upplyftade arms could cause fainting. Eva Wigström tells that this at least once 
cost a young girl's life. The floors, on the other hand, skurades, but the bestänktes only with water, skrubbades with a 
björkkvast, were swept and was strewn with sand. Eva Wigström mentions nothing about to spread straw on the floor. It 
was a tradition that has been banned in both home churches because of eldfaran and in many places replaced by ground 
Juniper. It will otherwise be testimony that Christmas straw already belonged to the Norse Christmas, and it is thought 
that straw ticks, and other ornaments of straw is a remainder of the straw on the floor in old times in both Sweden and 
Denmark. When the cottage was sparkling clean, it was finally time for the people to clean up themselves. Therefore the 
warmed water and hit it in a large wooden tub. Where did all go swimming in turn. First the men, then the women and 
finally the children all in the same water! Then, according to some sources was given to bath water for the cows. People 
bathed not so often in the past. It was rather an honorary badge for Earth's users to be dirty. A saying from 
Västergötland reads: a farmer's fist shall be so dirty that if he adds a grain in the will it germinate. Christmas on 
Christmas Eve took up the salted ham and kokte it. In the middle of the day had to be content with just doppbröd in the 
good fat meat broth, and therefore it is Christmas Eve, also known as dip. To soften the bread in milk or drink was 
formerly a matsed, especially common in the areas where people baked rarely and only had hard bread. This demand, 
however, was not so pronounced in southern Sweden, where they baked more often in older times, and juldoppet is 
said to have had the old Convention, mainly in the northernmost parts of the province. Eva Wigström provides the 
following atmospheric description of Christmas Eve from his own childhood home: Soon descended the twilight of 
näjden. Maria bells tinted from churches and rang in the Christmas season. The children stood in happy bäfvan, waiting 
for the rifle shots, which push into the Christmas season. Mother laid about mörkesmaden (fine bread and cheese) on it 
yet odukade table, where only a candle burned. The freshly laundered servants turned out in the hut with wet, rett and 
kämt hair ock in Sunday attire to take mörkesbiden. Then went the farmhands out to give cattle julfoder, loose ties the 
dog, so that even he got Christmas cheer. However, it was not only the pets they thought of, for earlier in the day had 
the birds received their julkärve. The upcoming Christmas meal was marked by contradictions. Both abundance and 
gilles food, both dishes which once belonged to the julfastan, preceding the Christmas Holy night 
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